Week 3

Friday 20th January 2017

This week:

Year 1 spelling focus:

We have been finding out
about our planet Earth and
how it is made of water and
land. In Geography we have
spotted the countries that are in Britain and have made our own map.
In the Snail and the Whale we noticed
that the ‘rock was as black as soot’. We
have been making our own comparisons
using ‘as………...as’
eg. The Gruffalo had a wart at the end
of his nose as poisonous as the sting in
a scorpion’s tail!
In maths we have been learning
how to partition 2 digit numbers
to find out how many tens and ones
there are. We are also trying to be
number magicians
and learn all the
pairs to make 10.

These are the words we are working on in class.
Please practise them at home too. We will not be
having a spelling test, but we do expect to start
spelling them accurately in our everyday writing.
Common exception words :

so no go do to
Spelling pattern: air

air haircut chair pair

The new library system is in place
(see separate email for full details)
Please find your child’s log in details attached to the front of their reading
diary.
https://www.readingcloud.net

Home learning this week:
Please choose another of the six activities to have a go at.
Thank you to George, Jack and Tilly for explaining your journeys so
clearly. Mollie, we loved your snail creation. Amber, Aine, Emily G, Valentino, Lily M, Oscar and James —you amazed with how many things you can do
in 1 minute! Lexie W found that our food comes from many different countries and showed us lots of pictures. The weather charts made by Freddie,
Lily R and Valentino show us lots of different weather patterns too.
Jolly Well Done everybody!

